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Abstract
An s-sparse polynomial has at most s monomials with nonzero coefficients. The Equivalence Testing
problem for sparse polynomials (ETsparse) asks to decide if a given polynomial f is equivalent
to (i.e., in the orbit of) some s-sparse polynomial. In other words, given f ∈ F[x] and s ∈ N,
ETsparse asks to check if there exist A ∈ GL(|x|,F) and b ∈ F|x| such that f(Ax + b) is s-sparse.
We show that ETsparse is NP-hard over any field F, if f is given in the sparse representation, i.e.,
as a list of nonzero coefficients and exponent vectors. This answers a question posed by Gupta,
Saha and Thankey (SODA 2023) and also, more explicitly, by Baraskar, Dewan and Saha (STACS
2024). The result implies that the Minimum Circuit Size Problem (MCSP) is NP-hard for a dense
subclass of depth-3 arithmetic circuits if the input is given in sparse representation. We also show
that approximating the smallest s0 such that a given s-sparse polynomial f is in the orbit of some
s0-sparse polynomial to within a factor of s 1

3 −ϵ is NP-hard for any ϵ > 0; observe that s-factor
approximation is trivial as the input is s-sparse. Finally, we show that for any constant σ ≥ 6,
checking if a polynomial (given in sparse representation) is in the orbit of some support-σ polynomial
is NP-hard. Support of a polynomial f is the maximum number of variables present in any monomial
of f . These results are obtained via direct reductions from the 3-SAT problem.
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1 Introduction

The Polynomial Equivalence (PE) problem asks to decide if two polynomials, given as lists
of coefficients, are equivalent. Polynomials f, g ∈ F[x] are equivalent, denoted as f ∼ g, if
there is an A ∈ GL(|x|,F) and a b ∈ F|x| such that f = g(Ax + b). Equivalent polynomials
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16:2 NP-Hardness of Testing Equivalence to Sparse Polynomials

represent the same function up to a change of the coordinate system.1 The PE problem is
thus regarded as the algebraic analog of the graph isomorphism (GI) problem. PE is at least
as hard as GI [2, 36], but we do not know if it is much harder than GI. There is, in fact, a
cryptographic authentication scheme based on the presumed average-case hardness of PE
[46]. Is PE NP-hard? Over finite fields, PE is not NP-hard unless the polynomial hierarchy
collapses [51, 55]. In contrast, PE is not even known to be decidable over Q. With the aim of
gaining more insight into the complexity of testing polynomial equivalence, a natural variant
of PE has been studied in the literature. This variant is known as equivalence testing.

In the following discussion, whenever we write “circuit(s)” and “formula(s)”, we mean
arithmetic circuit(s) and arithmetic formula(s), respectively, unless mentioned otherwise.2

Equivalence testing. Equivalence testing (ET) comes in two flavors – ET for polynomial
families and ET for circuit classes. ET for a polynomial family F is defined as follows: given
a single polynomial f , check if it is equivalent to some g ∈ F . This variant of PE was
introduced in [37, 36], wherein randomized polynomial-time ET algorithms were provided
for the permanent, determinant, and elementary and power symmetric polynomial families.
Subsequently, efficient ET algorithms were given for various other important polynomial
families, such as the iterated matrix multiplication (IMM) family [39] (see the Related Works
section in the full version). These algorithms are efficient even if f is provided as a circuit or
a black-box.3 ET for a circuit class C (a.k.a testing equivalence to C) is defined similarly:
given a polynomial f , decide if it is equivalent to some polynomial g that is computable by a
circuit in C. Recently, efficient ET algorithms have been given for read-once formulas [24]
and a special subclass of sparse polynomials, namely t-design polynomials for constant t [8].
Sparse polynomials are depth-2 circuits.4 It is natural to ask whether or not ET can be
solved efficiently for general sparse polynomials. This question was posed in [24] and also,
more explicitly, in [8].

Before proceeding to discuss ET for sparse polynomials, we point out a subtle difference
between ET for polynomial families and that for circuit classes. The polynomial families for
which ET has been studied so far are such that if f is equivalent to some g in the family, then
g is unique and it can be readily identified from f . For example, if f is equivalent to some
determinant polynomial5, then we know which one simply from the number of variables of f .
Moreover, polynomials in most of these families admit well-known polynomial-size circuits.
So, a circuit for g can be derived once it is identified. Thus, if f is also given as a circuit,
then ET for such a family reduces to PE with the input polynomials given as circuits. Over
finite fields, this version of PE is in AM ∩ coAM and hence unlikely to be NP-hard. On the
other hand, in the case of ET for a circuit class, if f is equivalent to some circuit C in the
class, then C need not be unique, and further, C may not be easily deducible from f . This
leaves us with the prospect of proving that ET is hard for some natural circuit class. Do
sparse polynomials form such a class?

1 Over R, an invertible map x 7→ Ax + b is simply a combination of rotation, reflection, scaling, and
translation.

2 An arithmetic circuit is like a Boolean circuit but with AND and OR replaced by × and + gates, and
with edges labelled by F-elements. It computes a polynomial over F. A formula is a circuit whose
underlying graph is a tree.

3 Black-box access to f means oracle access to f , we get f(a) from a query point a in unit time. It is as
if f is given as a “hidden” circuit, and the only operation we are allowed is to evaluate the circuit at
chosen points.

4 We assume that a depth-2 circuit has a + gate on top and a bottom layer of × gates. If the top gate is
a × gate, then ET can be solved efficiently using polynomial factorization algorithms [35].

5 The n2-variate determinant polynomial is the determinant of the matrix (xi,j)i,j∈[n] of formal variables.
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ET for sparse polynomials. An n-variate, degree-d polynomial is s-sparse if it has at most
s monomials with nonzero coefficients. An s-sparse polynomial is computable by a depth-2
circuit having top fan-in s. Sparse polynomials have been extensively studied in algebraic
complexity, particularly with regard to identity testing [41, 43], interpolation [10, 21, 41, 12],
and factorization [56, 11] (see the tutorial [49] and the references therein for more algorithms
involving sparse polynomials). ET provides yet another avenue to understand these “basic”
polynomials better. ET for sparse polynomials asks to check if a given polynomial is sparse
in some coordinate system. More formally, given a polynomial f as an arithmetic circuit
and an s ∈ N, decide if there is an s-sparse polynomial g such that f ∼ g. This problem was
studied in [20] over Q, wherein an exponential in n4 time algorithm was provided. There has
not been any significant progress on this problem since that work. The lack of improvements
in the complexity for over three decades makes one wonder:

Is ET for sparse polynomials NP-hard?

In this work, we answer this question in the affirmative over any field (see the first part
of Theorem 2) even if the input f is provided as a depth-2 circuit. The result answers the
question posed in [24, 8]. To our knowledge, the theorem gives the first example of a natural
circuit class for which ET is provably hard.

Although ET for sparse polynomials (ETsparse) is a fairly natural problem, there is a
deeper reason to study ETsparse originating from the expressive power of affine projections of
sparse polynomials and the Minimum Circuit Size Problem (MCSP) for depth-3 circuits. We
discuss this reason below to motivate ETsparse when the input is a homogeneous polynomial.

1.1 ETsparse and MCSP for depth-3 circuits

First, we need a few definitions: A polynomial g is an affine projection of f if g = f(Ax + b)
for some A ∈ F|x|×|x| and b ∈ F|x|. If b = 0, we say g is a linear projection of f ; additionally,
if A ∈ GL(|x|), we say g is in the orbit of f , denoted as orb(f). Depth-3 circuits form a
highly expressive class [23, 54]. A depth-3 (ΣΠΣ) circuit is a circuit with a + gate on top, a
middle layer of × gates, and a bottom layer of + gates. A depth-3 circuit with a top fan-in of
s is an affine projection of an s-sparse polynomial. Thus, the problem of deciding if a given
f is an affine projection of an s-sparse polynomial is closely related to MCSP for depth-3
circuits. We say “closely related to” instead of “the same as” because the size of a depth-3
circuit is determined by not only its top fan-in but also its formal degree.

MCSP. The complexity of MCSP for Boolean circuits has baffled researchers for over six
decades. MCSP for a Boolean circuit class C (C-MCSP) takes input the truth table of an
n-variate Boolean function f and a parameter s ∈ N and asks to check if f is computable by
a circuit in C of size at most s. There are intriguing connections between MCSP and several
other areas such as cryptography [34, 3], learning theory [14], average-case complexity [27],
and proof complexity [47]. Whether or not MCSP for general Boolean circuits is NP-hard is a
long-standing open question. It is known that MCSP is NP-hard for DNF [44, 4] and DNF ◦
XOR formulas [29]. But no NP-hardness result is known (under deterministic polynomial-time
reductions) for more general circuit models such as AC0 circuits.6 This is not too surprising

6 However, strong hardness results are known for several powerful circuit models under randomized or
quasi-polynomial time or subexponential time reductions [30, 32, 31, 28].
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as [34] showed that NP-hardness of C-MCSP under natural7 deterministic polynomial-time
reductions implies a 2Ω(n) lower bound for C, unless NP ⊆ SUBEXP. Unfortunately, such
strong lower bounds are not known even for depth-3 Boolean circuits. However, a 2Ω(n) lower
bound is known for XOR ◦ AND ◦ XOR formulas [48], which are depth-3 arithmetic circuits
over F2 and are like DNF ◦ XOR formulas but with the top OR gate replaced by an XOR
gate. In fact, a 2Ω(n) lower bound is known for depth-3 arithmetic circuits over any fixed
finite field [22]. This raises hope that we will be able to prove the hardness of MCSP for
depth-3 arithmetic circuits over finite fields. But how is the input given in the case of MCSP
for arithmetic circuits? And what about depth-3 circuits over fields of characteristic 0?

MCSP for arithmetic circuits: Input representation and model of computation. In
the Boolean setting of MCSP, one of the main reasons to assume the input to be a truth
table is that the assumption puts MCSP in NP. Analogously, in the algebraic setting, we
could assume that the polynomial is given in the dense representation as a list of

(
n+d

n

)
coefficients. But observe that even if the input is given as an arithmetic circuit, MCSP
is in the complexity class MA over finite fields. This is because verifying if two circuits
compute the same polynomial is the polynomial identity testing problem, which admits
a randomized polynomial-time algorithm [16, 57, 52]. Furthermore, class MA equals NP,
assuming a widely believed circuit lower bound [33]. A succinct input representation also
opens up the possibility of proving NP-hardness of MCSP for models, such as depth-3 circuits
over fields of characteristic 0, for which strong exponential lower bounds are unknown (the
MCSP hardness to lower bound implication in [34] needs the input in the dense format). The
current best lower bound for depth-3 circuits over fields of characteristic 0 is quasi-polynomial
in n [42, 5].

It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that the input polynomial is given succinctly as a
circuit which should only facilitate our efforts in proving NP-hardness of MCSP for arithmetic
circuit classes. For example, there is an instance in the Boolean setting wherein succinct
representation of the input helped prove NP-hardness of MCSP long before such a hardness
result was shown with respect to the dense representation – it is the case of the partial MCSP
problem [25, 28]. In this work, we assume that the input is given as a depth-2 circuit, i.e., as a
list of nonzero coefficients, and exponent vectors in unary – this is the sparse representation.8

A few remarks are in order concerning the model of computation. Over finite fields, we
assume the Turing machine model. However, over arbitrary fields of characteristic 0, it is
natural to consider an arithmetic model of computation (similar to the Blum-Shub-Smale
machine model [13]) that allows us to store a field element in unit space and perform an
arithmetic operation in unit time. Over Q, it is not clear if MCSP for arithmetic circuits is
even decidable in the Turing machine model. But, if we confine our search to size-s circuits
whose field constants are sO(1) bit rational numbers, then we can work with the Turing
machine model.

MCSP for homogeneous depth-3 circuits. The size of a ΣΠΣ circuit is primarily determined
by its formal degree and its top fan-in, whereas the size of a homogeneous depth-3 (hom-ΣΠΣ)
circuit is mainly decided by its top fan-in (the formal degree of a ΣΠΣ circuit is the maximum

7 i.e., the size of the output of the reduction and the output parameter s depend only on the size of the
input instance. Almost all reductions that show NP-hardness of problems are natural.

8 Sparse representations of polynomials are also used in computer algebra systems wherein the exponent
vector is given in binary. As the degree is nO(1) in this work (except on one occasion; see the remark
following Theorem 16), whether the exponent vector is given in unary or binary makes little difference.
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fan-in of the middle layer of × gates). MCSP for ΣΠΣ circuits can be defined as follows:
given f and D, s ∈ N, decide if there is a ΣΠΣ circuit with formal degree bounded by D and
top fan-in bounded by s that computes f . Similarly, MCSP for hom-ΣΠΣ circuits is defined
as: given a homogeneous f and s ∈ N, check if there is a hom-ΣΠΣ circuit with top fan-in at
most s that computes f . In order to prove NP-hardness of ΣΠΣ-MCSP, it is necessary to
prove NP-hardness of hom-ΣΠΣ-MCSP. The reason is: a polynomial f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) has
a ΣΠΣ circuit with formal degree bounded by D and top fan-in bounded by s if and only
if the homogeneous polynomial zDf(x1z

−1, x2z
−1, . . . , xnz

−1) has a hom-ΣΠΣ circuit with
top fan-in bounded by s. Moreover, if the reduction in a hypothetical proof of NP-hardness
of hom-ΣΠΣ-MCSP has a certain simple feature, then it would imply NP-hardness of ΣΠΣ-
MCSP (see the second remark following Proposition 39). Hence, it is natural to study the
hardness of hom-ΣΠΣ-MCSP first.

NP-hardness of MCSP is known for two interesting subclasses of hom-ΣΠΣ circuits,
namely depth-3 powering circuits [53] and set-multilinear ΣΠΣ circuits [26]; the top fan-in’s
of circuits in these two classes correspond to Waring rank and tensor rank, respectively.
Perhaps an appealing evidence in favor of NP-hardness of hom-ΣΠΣ-MCSP is a proof of
NP-hardness of MCSP for a “dense” subclass of hom-ΣΠΣ circuits. Intuitively, C is a dense
subclass of hom-ΣΠΣ circuits if every hom-ΣΠΣ circuit can be approximated “infinitesimally
closely” by circuits in C.9 Unfortunately, depth-3 powering circuits and set-multilinear ΣΠΣ
circuits are not dense inside hom-ΣΠΣ circuits.10 On the other hand, orbits of homogeneous
sparse polynomials form a dense subclass of hom-ΣΠΣ circuits.11 It is natural to ask:

Is MCSP for orbits of homogeneous sparse polynomials NP-hard?

MCSP for orbits of homogeneous sparse polynomials is exactly the ETsparse problem on
inputs that are homogeneous polynomials. The second part of Theorem 2 answers the
question positively over fields of characteristic 0.

Approximating the sparse-orbit complexity. Call the smallest s0 such that f is in the
orbit of an s0-sparse polynomial, the sparse-orbit complexity of f . Theorem 2 shows that
sparse-orbit complexity is hard to compute in the worst case.

Is sparse-orbit complexity easy to approximate?

In Theorem 8, we show that it is NP-hard to approximate the sparse-orbit complexity of a
given s-sparse polynomial (homogeneous or not) to within a s 1

3 −ϵ factor for any ϵ ∈ (0, 1/3).
For s-sparse inputs, a within s factor approximation of the sparse-orbit complexity is trivial.

9 Formally, a subclass C of hom-ΣΠΣ circuits is dense if there are polynomial functions p, q : N → N such
that the following holds: For n, d, s ∈ N, the coefficient vector of every n-variate degree-d polynomial
computable by a size-s hom-ΣΠΣ circuit is in the Zariski closure of the set of coefficient vectors of
p(nds)-variate degree-d polynomials computable by size-q(nds) circuits in C. Here, “size” means “top
fan-in”.

10 Circuits of these two classes have small read-once algebraic branching programs (ROABPs), and the
class ROABP is closed under Zariski closure [18]. So, the closures of these two classes are also contained
inside ROABPs. But, there are explicit O(n) size hom-ΣΠΣ circuits that require 2Ω(n) size ROABPs
[50, 38].

11 Every n-variate degree-d size-s hom-ΣΠΣ circuit is a linear projection of an s-sparse degree-d homogen-
eous polynomial in at most sd variables. It is well known that linear projections of f are contained in
the Zariski closure of the orbit of f over fields of characteristic 0 (see [50] for a proof of this fact).

ICALP 2024



16:6 NP-Hardness of Testing Equivalence to Sparse Polynomials

1.2 ET for constant-support polynomials
ET is efficiently solvable for two special sparse polynomial families, namely the power
symmetric polynomial PSym := xd

1 + . . .+ xd
n [36] and the sum-product polynomial SP :=∑

i∈[s]
∏

j∈[d] xi,j [45, 36]. What makes ET easy for these sparse polynomials? Explanations
were provided in [24, 8]: SP is a read-once formula; it is also a 1-design polynomial. PSym is
a 1-design polynomial, but it is also a support-1 polynomial.

Is ET easy for constant-support polynomials?

In Theorem 16, we show that checking if a given f is in the orbit of a support-6 polynomial
is NP-hard; this answers the question in the negative.

1.3 Our results
We now state our results formally. The ETsparse problem is defined as follows.

▶ Problem 1 (ETsparse). Given a polynomial f ∈ F[x] in its sparse representation and an
s ∈ Z, check if there exists an A ∈ GL(|x|,F) and a b ∈ F|x| such that f(Ax + b) is s-sparse.

Our first result, Theorem 2, shows the NP-hardness of ETsparse over any field.

▶ Theorem 2 (ETsparse is NP-hard).
1. Let F be any field. There exists a deterministic polynomial-time many-one reduction from

3-SAT to ETsparse over F.
2. Let char(F) = 0. There exists a deterministic polynomial-time many-one reduction from

3-SAT to ETsparse over F where the input polynomial in ETsparse is homogeneous.
▶ Remark 3. The reduction is natural12 and has the feature that a satisfying assignment can
be mapped to a sparsifying invertible A ∈ {−1, 0, 1}|x|×|x| and vice versa. So, ETsparse is
NP-hard even when A is restricted to having only {−1, 0, 1} entries.
▶ Remark 4. The authors of [15] showed the undecidability over Z of testing if a given f is
shift equivalent to some sparse polynomial (f is shift equivalent to a polynomial g, if there
exists a b ∈ F|x| s.t f = g(x + b)). However, their result does not imply the intractability of
ETsparse as testing shift equivalence to a sparse polynomial is a special case of ETsparse
when A is the identity map.
▶ Remark 5. Depth-3 power circuits, set-multilinear depth-3 circuits, and shifted sparse
polynomials are all contained inside ROABPs. So, these models admit polynomial-time
(improper) learning algorithms [9, 40] and quasi-polynomial-time hitting sets [1, 19]. Orbits
of sparse polynomials require exponential size ROABPs [50]; we cannot expect to improperly
learn them via ROABPs. Theorem 2 suggests that proper learning orbits of sparse polynomials
is likely hard. Nonetheless, there is a quasi-polynomial time hitting set for orbits of sparse
polynomials [45, 50].
▶ Remark 6. We believe that with some more effort, the second part of Theorem 2 can be
proven over fields of finite characteristics as well. See the last remark in Section 3.4.
We prove Theorem 2 in Section 3. Next, we define the gap version of ETsparse.

▶ Problem 7 (α-gap-ETsparse). Let α > 1 be a parameter. Given a polynomial f ∈ F[x] in
its sparse representation and an integer s0, output:

YES, if there exist an A ∈ GL(|x|,F) and b ∈ F such that f(Ax + b) is s0-sparse.
NO, if for all A ∈ GL(|x|,F) and b ∈ F, f(Ax + b) has sparsity at least αs0.

12 unless char(F) = 2. See the full version for details.
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Our second result, Theorem 8, shows that α-gap-ETsparse is NP-hard for α = s
1
3 −ϵ, where s

is the sparsity of the input polynomial f and ϵ ∈ (0, 1
3 ) is an arbitrary constant. Theorem 8

is proven in Section 4. From Theorem 8, we get Corollary 11 which states that s 1
3 −ϵ factor

approximation of the sparse-orbit complexity of an s-sparse polynomial is NP-hard.

▶ Theorem 8 (s 1
3 -gap-ETsparse is NP-hard). Let ϵ ∈ (0, 1

3 ) be an arbitrary constant.
1. Let F be any field. There exists a deterministic polynomial-time many-one reduction from

3-SAT to s
1
3 −ϵ-gap-ETsparse over F where the input polynomial in s

1
3 −ϵ-gap-ETsparse

is s-sparse.
2. Let char(F) = 0. There exists a deterministic polynomial-time many-one reduction from

3-SAT to s
1
3 −ϵ-gap-ETsparse over F where the input polynomial in s

1
3 −ϵ-gap-ETsparse

is homogeneous and s-sparse.
▶ Remark 9. With a more careful analysis, the constant 1

3 in s
1
3 −ϵ may be improved.

▶ Remark 10. Interestingly, the above results are obtained without invoking the celebrated
PCP theorem [7, 6, 17].

▶ Corollary 11. Let 0 < ϵ < 1
3 be an arbitrary constant.

1. Let F be any field. It is NP-hard to compute s 1
3 −ϵ factor approximation of the sparse-orbit

complexity when the input is an s-sparse polynomial over F.
2. Let char(F) = 0. It is NP-hard to compute s 1

3 −ϵ factor approximation of the sparse-orbit
complexity when the input is an s-sparse homogeneous polynomial over F.

Now, we formally define the support of a polynomial.

▶ Definition 12 (Support of a polynomial). For a monomial xα, where α is the exponent
vector, the support of xα, Supp(xα), is the number of variables with non-zero exponent. The
support of a polynomial f , Supp(f), is the maximum support size over all the monomials
of f .

Thus, a polynomial has support σ if there exists a monomial with support σ and no other
monomial has support > σ. The ET problem for constant-support polynomials and a stronger
version of it are defined next (henceforth, σ is assumed to be a constant).

▶ Problem 13 (ETsupport). Given a polynomial f ∈ F[x] in its sparse representation and
an integer σ, check if there exists an A ∈ GL(|x|,F) such that Supp(f(Ax)) ≤ σ.

▶ Problem 14 ((σ+ 1)-to-σ ETsupport). Given a polynomial f ∈ F[x] with support σ+ 1 in
its sparse representation, check if there exists an A ∈ GL(|x|,F) such that Supp(f(Ax)) ≤ σ.

▶ Remark 15. Unlike ETsparse, checking if f is in the orbit of a constant-support polynomial
is the same as checking if f is equivalent to a constant-support polynomial. This follows
from the observation that Supp(f(x)) = Supp(f(x + b)) for any b ∈ F|x|.
Our third and last result, Theorem 16, shows that ETsupport and (σ + 1)-to-σ ETsupport
are NP-hard. We prove Theorem 16 in Section 5.

▶ Theorem 16 (ETsupport is NP-hard). Let σ ≥ 6 be a constant and F be a field with
char(F) = 0 or > σ + 1. There is a deterministic polynomial-time many-one reduction from
3-SAT to ETsupport over F. In particular, 3-SAT reduces to (σ + 1)-to-σ ETsupport in
deterministic polynomial time.

▶ Remark 17. Over fields of finite characteristic, it is assumed that the exponent vectors
corresponding to the monomials of the input polynomial are given in binary.
We prove Theorems 2, 8 and 16 by direct reductions from 3-SAT, and at the beginning of
Sections 3, 4 and 5, we give proof sketches of the respective reductions.

ICALP 2024
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Definitions and notations
For n, a, b ∈ N, [n] denotes the set {1, 2 . . . , n} and [a, b] denotes the integers from a to b,
both inclusive. A polynomial is homogeneous if all its monomials have the same total degree.
The set of invertible linear transforms in n variables over a field F is denoted by GL(n,F).
For a polynomial f ∈ F[x], the action of a linear transform A ∈ F|x|×|x| on its variables is
denoted by f(Ax) as well as by A(f). The sparsity of a polynomial f , denoted as S(f), is
the number of monomials in f with non-zero coefficients. For a polynomial f , var(f) denotes
the set of variables that occur in at least one monomial of f . We have used the notation
f ∼ g earlier to denote f = g(Ax + b). Henceforth, we will ignore the translation vector b
in the main body of the discussion for simplicity but mention the necessary changes in the
proofs or point to appropriate sections when translations are involved. Thus, for polynomials
f and g, f ∼ g will mean f(x) = g(Ax) where A ∈ GL(|x|,F).13 Similarly, the orbit of a
polynomial f will now denote the set {f(Ax), A ∈ GL(|x|,F)}.

▶ Definition 18 (Degree separated polynomials). Polynomials f and g are degree separated
if no monomial of f has the same degree as a monomial of g. Similarly, f and g are degree
separated with respect to a variable x if no monomial of f has the same x-degree as a
monomial of g.14

2.2 Algebraic preliminaries
The proofs of the observations and claims in this section can be found in the full version.

▶ Observation 19. Let f and g be polynomials such that f ∼ g. Then, f and g have the
same set of degrees15 for the monomials. Thus, if f and g are degree separated, then f ̸∼ g.

▶ Observation 20. If f and g are degree separated (or degree separated with respect to some
variable), then S(f + g) = S(f) + S(g).

▶ Observation 21. If f and g are degree separated, f1 ∼ f and g1 ∼ g, then S(f1 + g1) =
S(f1) + S(g1).

Observation 22 analyzes the sparsity of powers of linear forms. Observation 23 is a special
case of Observation 22 and is stated separately because it is simpler and is invoked many
times. Observation 24 analyzes the sparsity of powers of affine forms.

▶ Observation 22. Let ℓ be a m-variate linear form16 and d ∈ N. If char(F) = 0, S(ℓd) =(
d+m−1

m−1
)

and if char(F) = p, S(ℓd) =
∏k

i=0
(

ei+m−1
m−1

)
, where d =

∑k
i=0 eip

i, ei ∈ [0, p− 1].

▶ Observation 23. If char(F) = 0 and ℓ is a linear form in exactly two variables, then
S(ℓd) = d+1. The result holds for char(F) = p fields if p > d or if d = pk −1 for some k ∈ N.
Further, if ℓ is a linear form in at least two variables and d is as before, then S(ℓd) ≥ d+ 1.

13 Note ∼ is an equivalence relation under this definition.
14 The degree of a monomial means its total degree and the degree of a polynomial f is the maximum

degree amongst all monomials in f . The x-degree of a monomial is the degree of the variable x in the
monomial.

15 The set of degrees is the set of distinct degrees of all the monomials in the polynomial. For example,
the set of degrees of f(x1, x2) = x2

1 + x1x2 + 4x2 is {2, 1}.
16 A linear form is a homogeneous degree one polynomial. An affine form is a degree one polynomial.
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▶ Observation 24. Let h = ℓ + c0, where ℓ is a linear form in at least one variable and
c0 ∈ F\{0}, then S(hd) ≥ S(ℓd) + 1. More precisely, S(hd) ≥ d+ 1 holds if char(F) = 0 or
if char(F) = p and p > d or d = pk − 1 for some k ∈ N.

Claim 25 analyzes the sparsity of polynomials divisible by a power of some linear form in at
least two variables and is used to prove part two of Theorems 2 and 8. Claim 26 analyzes the
support of monomials under invertible linear transforms and is used to prove Theorem 16.

▷ Claim 25. Let char(F) = 0. If f ∈ F[x] is a non-zero polynomial divisible by ℓd for some
linear form ℓ in at least two variables, then S(f) ≥ d+ 1.

▷ Claim 26. Let σ, d, n ∈ N, d ≥ σ, f = (x1 · · ·xn)d, and ℓ1, . . . , ℓn be linearly independent
linear forms in x1, . . . , xn. If | ∪n

i=1 var(ℓi)| ≥ σ and g := f(ℓ1 · · · ℓn), then Supp(g) ≥ σ. The
claim holds if char(F) = 0, or char(F) = p with p > d, or p > σ and d = pk − 1 for some
k ∈ N.

3 NP-hardness of ETsparse

In this section, we prove Theorem 2 over char(F) = 0 fields without translations for easy
understanding.17 The full version contains the proofs of the lemmas and the observations in
this section, and the reduction over char(F) > 0 fields and also when translations are allowed.

Proof sketch. The reduction maps each variable and clause of a 3-CNF18 ψ to distinct degree
separated polynomials which, summed together, give the polynomial f . As the summands
are degree separated, the sparsity of f under invertible transforms can be analyzed by doing
so for individual polynomials. The degrees are chosen such that f is equivalent to an s-sparse
polynomial (for a suitable sparsity parameter s) if and only if ψ ∈ 3-SAT.

3.1 Constructing f and s

Let ψ be a 3-CNF in variables x := {x1, x2 . . . xn} and m clauses:

ψ = ∧m
k=1 ∨j∈Ck

(xj ⊕ ak,j),

where Ck denotes the set of indices of the variables in the kth clause and ak,j ∈ {0, 1}. Let
y := {y1, y2 . . . yn}, x0 be a new variable and z := {x0} ⊔ x ⊔ y. For d1, d2, d3, d4 ∈ N,
consider the following polynomials:

Corresponding to variable xi, where i ∈ [n], define Qi(z) as:

Qi(z) := Qi,1(z) +Qi,2(z) +Qi,3(z), where

Qi,1(z) := x
(3i−2)d1
0 xd2

i , Qi,2(z) := x
(3i−1)d1
0 (yi + xi)d3 and Qi,3(z) := x3id1

0 (yi − xi)d3 .

For the kth clause, k ∈ [m], define Rk(z) := x
(3n+k)d1
0

∏
j∈Ck

(yj + (−1)ak,jxj)d4 .

17 Note that for f and g two homogeneous polynomials, f(x) = g(Ax + b) implies f(x) = g(Ax), where
A ∈ GL(|x|,F) and b ∈ F|x|. Hence, it suffices to prove part 2 of Theorem 2 without translations.

18 We assume, without loss of generality, that each clause of a 3-CNF has 3 distinct variables. This can be
achieved by introducing extra variables for clauses with < 3 variables.
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Define s := 1 + n(3 + d3) +m(d4 + 1)2 and the polynomial f as:

f(z) := xd1
0 +

n∑
i=1

Qi(z) +
m∑

k=1
Rk(z). (1)

The following conditions are imposed on the di’s:

d1 ≥ max(s, d2 + 1), d2 ≥ 2d3, d3 ≥ m(d4 + 1)2 + 1, and d4 ≥ m. (2)

Set d4 := m, d3 := m(m + 1)2 + 1 = O(m3), d2 = 2m(m + 1)2 + 2 = O(m3) and d1 =
1 + n(4 +m(m+ 1)2) +m(m+ 1)2 = O(nm3). Then s = O(nm3) and the di’s satisfy the
conditions of (2), under which the following observations hold.

▶ Observation 27. For i ∈ [n], k ∈ [m], the polynomials xd1
0 , Qi,1(z), Qi,2(z), Qi,3(z) and

Rk(z) are degree separated from one another. Also, Qi(z) is degree separated from Qj(z), for
i, j ∈ [n] and i ̸= j. Similarly, Rk(z) is degree separated from Rl(z) for k, l ∈ [m] and k ̸= l.

▶ Observation 28. The degree of f is (3n+m)d1 + 3d4 = (mn)O(1), S(f(z)) = 1 + n(2d3 +
3) +m(d4 + 1)3 and Supp(f) = 7.

3.2 The forward direction
Proposition 29 shows how a satisfiable ψ implies the existence of an invertible A, such that
S(f(Az)) ≤ s by constructing A from a satisfying assignment u ∈ {0, 1}n of ψ.

▶ Proposition 29. Let u ∈ {0, 1}n be such that ψ(u) = 1. Then S(f(Az)) ≤ s for A as:

A : x0 7→ x0, xi 7→ xi, yi 7→ yi + (−1)uixi, ∀i ∈ [n]. (3)

Proof. It follows from the definition of f in (1), Observations 27 and 21 that

S(f(Az)) = S(A(xd1
0 )) +

n∑
i=1

S(Qi(Az)) +
m∑

k=1
S(Rk(Az)).

Thus, it suffices to analyze the sparsity of A(xd1
0 ), Qi(Az)’s and Rk(Az)’s. Now, S(A(xd1

0 )) = 1
as A(xd1

0 ) = xd1
0 . We now analyze S(Qi(Az)) for i ∈ [n]. If ui = 0, then

Qi,1(Az) = x
(3i−2)d1
0 xd2

i , Qi,2(Az) = x
(3i−1)d1
0 (yi + 2xi)d3 and Qi,3(Az) = x3id1

0 yd3
i .

If ui = 1, then

Qi,1(Az) = x
(3i−2)d1
0 xd2

i , Qi,2(Az) = x
(3i−1)d1
0 yd3

i and Qi,3(Az) = x3id1
0 (yi − 2xi)d3 .

By Observation 23 (for linear forms in two variables over char(F) = 0 fields), if ui = 0
then S(Qi,2(Az)) = d3 + 1 and S(Qi,3(Az)) = 1 and, if ui = 1 then S(Qi,2(Az)) = 1 and
S(Qi,3(Az)) = d3 + 1. In either case, by Observations 27 and 21,

S(Qi(Az)) = S(Qi,1(Az)) + S(Qi,2(Az)) + S(Qi,3(Az)) = d3 + 3.

For the kth clause, k ∈ [m], the action of A on the corresponding polynomial Rk is:

Rk(Az) = x
(3n+k)d1
0

∏
j∈Ck

(yj + ((−1)ak,j + (−1)uj )xj)d4 .
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As the multiplicands in Rk(Az) do not share any variables, S(Rk(Az)) is the product of the
sparsity of the multiplicands. Since ψ(u) = 1, therefore in the kth clause there exists j ∈ Ck

such that ak,j ≠ uj . For that j, (yj + ((−1)ak,j + (−1)uj )xj)d4 = yd4
j . As at least one literal

is true in every clause under u, S(Rk(Az)) ≤ (d4 + 1)2 using Observation 23. Thus,

S(f(Az)) = S(A(xd1
0 )) +

n∑
i=1

S(Qi(Az)) +
m∑

k=1
S(Rk(Az))

≤ 1 + n(d3 + 3) +m(d4 + 1)2 = s. ◀

3.3 The reverse direction

Now, we show that (f, s) ∈ ETsparse implies ψ ∈ 3-SAT by showing that the permuted
and scaled versions of the transform of (3) form all the viable sparsifying invertible linear
transforms. This is where the constraints on the di’s are used. So, let A ∈ GL(|z|,F) be such
that S(f(Az)) ≤ s. Lemma 30 shows that A(x0) is just a variable by leveraging d1 ≥ s.

▶ Lemma 30. Without loss of generality, A(x0) = x0.

The proof of Lemma 31 uses d2 ≥ 2d3 while that of Lemma 32 uses d3 ≥ m(d4 + 1)2 + 1.

▶ Lemma 31. For any invertible A and i ∈ [n]:

S(Qi(Az)) = S(Qi,1(Az)) + S(Qi,2(Az)) + S(Qi,3(Az)) ≥ d3 + 3,

where Qi, Qi,1, Qi,2 and Qi,3 are as defined in Section 3.1. Equality holds if and only if
A(xi) = Xi and A(yi) = Yi + (−1)uiXi for some scaled variables Xi, Yi ∈ z and ui ∈ {0, 1}.
Further, if S(Qi(Az)) ̸= d3 + 3, then S(Qi(Az)) ≥ 2d3 + 3.

▶ Lemma 32. Under the given A, S(Qi(Az)) = d3 + 3 holds for all i ∈ [n].

Lemmas 30, 31 and 32 together show that A is a permuted scaled version of the transform of
(3). We can assume A to be as described in (3) without loss of generality as permutation
and non-zero scaling of variables do not affect the sparsity of a polynomial. Proposition 33
shows how a satisfying assignment can be formed from A using d4 ≥ m.

▶ Proposition 33. For A as given in (3), u = (u1, . . . , un) is a satisfying assignment for ψ.

Proof. Suppose not; then there exists k ∈ [m] such that the kth clause, ∨j∈Ck
(xj ⊕ ak,j), in

ψ is unsatisfied. Since this clause is unsatisfied, uj = ak,j for all j ∈ Ck. Thus, Rk(Az) =
x

(3n+k)d1
0

∏
j∈Ck

(yj ± 2xj)d4 , where Rk is as defined in Section 3.1, and S(Rk(Az)) =
(d4 + 1)3 ≥ (m+ 1)(d4 + 1)2 by Observation 23, the fact that Rk(Az) is a product of linear
forms not sharing variables, and the condition d4 ≥ m. By the definition of f and s in
Section 3.1, Observations 27 and 21, it holds that

S(f(Az)) ≥ S(A(x0)d1) +
n∑

i=1
S(Qi(Az)) + S(Rk(Az))

≥ 1 + n(3 + d3) +m(d4 + 1)2 + (d4 + 1)2 = s+ (d4 + 1)2 > s,

a contradiction. Thus, u is a satisfying assignment for ψ. ◀
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3.4 Homogeneous case: Proof of Part 2 of Theorem 2
We show a modification of the construction in Section 3.1 which, along with arguments
similar to those in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, can be used to prove Theorem 2 for homogeneous
polynomials over char(F) = 0 fields. Because the polynomials are homogeneous, we cannot
use degree separation like in the non-homogeneous case. Instead, we introduce a new variable
y0 and redefine Qi(z) and Rk(z) of Section 3.1 so that:
1. Each polynomial is homogeneous with the same degree and is divisible by xd1

0 and yd1
0 .

2. Each polynomial has distinct y0-degree and if P1 and P2 are polynomials where P1 has
a higher y0-degree than P2, then the y0-degree of P1 is greater than the degree of any
variable (except possibly x0) in P2.

The divisibility condition ensures that both x0 and y0 map to scaled variables (see Lemma 37
and its proof), and the second condition induces a degree separation of the polynomials with
respect to y0 (see Observation 34 and Lemma 38). Formally, let x0, x and y be as defined in
Section 3.1 and y0 be a new variable. Define z := x ⊔ y ⊔ {x0} ⊔ {y0}. Let d1, d2, d3, d4 ∈ N.
Consider the following polynomials:
1. For each variable xi, i ∈ [n], let Qi(z) := Qi,1(z) +Qi,2(z) +Qi,3(z), where

Qi,1(z) := x
d1(3n−3i+6)−d2
0 y

d1(3i+m−2)
0 xd2

i , Qi,2(z) := x
d1(3n−3i+5)−d3
0 y

d1(3i+m−1)
0 (yi + xi)d3

Qi,3(z) := x
d1(3n−3i+4)−d3
0 y

d1(3i+m)
0 (yi − xi)d3 .

2. For the kth clause, k ∈ [m], let Rk(z) := x
d1(3n+m+4−k)−3d4
0 yd1k

0
∏

j∈Ck
(yj +(−1)ak,jxj)d4 .

Define s := 1 + n(d3 + 3) +m(d4 + 1)2 as before and impose the conditions of (2) on the di’s.
Using the conditions on the di’s, it is easy to verify that the individual degrees of x0 and y0
in every polynomial defined above is at least d1. Define f as:

f(z) := x3d1
0 y

d1(3n+m+1)
0 +

n∑
i=1

Qi(z) +
m∑

k=1
Rk(z). (4)

Clearly, f is a homogeneous polynomial of degree (3n+m+ 4)d1 and is divisible by xd1
0 and

yd1
0 . Further, we have the following observations under the constraints of (2).

▶ Observation 34. For all i ∈ [n], k ∈ [m], the polynomials x3d1
0 y

d1(3n+m+1)
0 , Qi,1(z),

Qi,2(z), Qi,3(z) and Rk(z) are degree separated with respect to y0 from one another. Also,
Qi(z) is degree separated with respect to y0 from other Qj(z)’s, for i, j ∈ [n] and i ̸= j.
Similarly, Rk(z) is degree separated with respect to y0 from Rl(z) for k, l ∈ [m] and k ̸= l.

▶ Observation 35. S(f(z)) = 1 + n(2d3 + 3) +m(d4 + 1)3 and Supp(f) = 8.

The forward direction. Let u ∈ {0, 1}n be such that ψ(u) = 1 and f , as described in (4),
be the polynomial corresponding to ψ. Proposition 36 shows how to construct a sparsifying
transform from u. The proof of Proposition 36 is very similar to that of Proposition 29.

▶ Proposition 36. S(f(Az)) ≤ s where A ∈ GL(|z|,F) is as follows:

A : y0 7→ y0, x0 7→ x0, xi 7→ xi, yi 7→ yi + (−1)uixi i ∈ [n]. (5)

The reverse direction. Let S(f(Az)) ≤ s for some A ∈ GL(|z|,F). Lemma 37, the proof
of which requires Claim 25, shows that A(x0) and A(y0) have only one variable. With this,
Lemma 38 shows that the summands of f(Az) must be degree separated with respect to y0.
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▶ Lemma 37. Without loss of generality, A(x0) = x0 and A(y0) = y0.

▶ Lemma 38. For all i ∈ [n], k ∈ [m], the polynomials x3d1
0 y

d1(3n+m+1)
0 , Qi,1(Az), Qi,2(Az),

Qi,3(Az) and Rk(Az) are degree separated from one another with respect to y0. Also, Qi(Az)
is degree separated with respect to y0 from other Qj(Az)’s, for i, j ∈ [n] and i ≠ j. Similarly,
Rk(Az) is degree separated with respect to y0 from Rl(Az) for k, l ∈ [m] and k ̸= l.

∴ S(f(Az)) = S(x3d1
0 y

d1(3n+m+1)
0 ) +

n∑
i=1

S(Qi(Az)) +
m∑

k=1
S(Rk(Az)), by Lemma 38.

Lemmas 31 and 32 then hold with slight modification to their proofs, which, along with
Lemma 37, show that A is a permuted scaled version of the transform of (5). Proposition 39
then holds and can be proven similarly to Proposition 33.

▶ Proposition 39. For A as given in (5), u = (u1, . . . , un) is a satisfying assignment for ψ.

▶ Remark 40. In the definition of f in Section 3.1 and this section, an extra summand is
present besides Qi’s and Rk’s. If char(F) = 0, we can drop the summand by using Claim 25
and suitably modifying f , the current parameters and arguments to make the reduction
work. We preserve the extra summand here for two reasons: One, for ease of understanding,
because the definition of f in (1) is similar to that in (4). Two, in the non-homogeneous case,
the extra summand proves useful in showing the reduction over finite characteristic fields,
where Claim 25 does not hold, and thus it may also prove useful in showing the reduction
for homogeneous polynomials over such fields.

▶ Remark 41. A feature of the reduction is that we can assume that the output polynomial is
of the form wDf(z), where w /∈ z. This can be achieved by multiplying the output polynomial
f of the current reduction by wD, where D is greater than the sparsity parameter s in the
reduction. If a proof of NP-hardness of hom-ΣΠΣ-MCSP has this feature, then it would
imply NP-hardness of ΣΠΣ-MCSP (via a homogenization trick).

▶ Remark 42. We believe Claim 25 (used to prove Lemma 37) can be modified for finite
characteristic fields, using which the argument in this section can be extended to such fields.

4 NP-hardness of α-gap-ETsparse

In this section, we prove parts 1 and 2 of Theorem 8 over char(F) = 0 fields when no
translations are involved. The full version contains the proofs of the lemmas in this section
and that of the finite characteristic case with translations allowed for part 1 of Theorem 8.

Proof sketch. For a 3-CNF ψ, we carefully analyze the sparsity of the corresponding
polynomial f , as defined in (1) with the constraints of (2) and (6), under all A ∈ GL(|z|,F).
For ψ ∈ 3-SAT, Lemma 43 shows lower bounds on S(f(Az)) for any A ∈ GL(|z|,F). For
ψ ∈ 3-SAT, by Proposition 29, there exists A ∈ GL(|z|,F) such that S(f(Az)) ≤ s0 :=
1 + n(d3 + 3) + m(d4 + 1)2. Proposition 44 compares the sparsities for satisfiable and
unsatisfiable ψ’s and shows α-gap-ETsparse is NP-hard using Lemma 43 and the conditions
in (6).

d1 = d2 + 1, d2 = d2
3 + 1, d3 = m(d4 + 1)2 + 1, d4 ≥ 4mn. (6)
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▶ Lemma 43. Let ψ ∈ 3-SAT, f be as defined in (1) corresponding to ψ and A ∈ GL(|z|,F).
1. If A(x0) is a linear form in at least 2 variables, S(f(Az)) ≥ d1 + 1.
2. If A is not as in item 1 and A(xj) is a linear form in at least 2 variables for some j ∈ [n],

then S(f(Az)) ≥ d2 + 1.
3. If A is not as in items 1 and 2 and S(A(yj + xj)) ≥ 3 or S(A(yj − xj)) ≥ 3 for some

j ∈ [n], then S(f(Az)) ≥ d2
3+3d3+2

2 .
4. If A is not of the form described in the previous three cases, then S(f(Az)) ≥ (d4 + 1)3.

▶ Proposition 44. α-gap-ETsparse is NP-hard for s-sparse polynomial inputs over F and
α = s1/3−ϵ, where ϵ ∈ (0, 1/3) is an arbitrary constant.

Proof. If ψ ∈ 3-SAT, then S(f(Az)) ≤ s0 where A is as described in (3). If ψ ∈ 3-SAT,
then it follows from Lemma 43 that for any A ∈ GL(|z|,F):

S(f(Az)) ≥ min
(
d1 + 1, d2 + 1, d

2
3 + 3d3 + 2

2 , (d4 + 1)3
)
.

The constraints imposed in (6) ensure that (d4 + 1)3 is the minimum. As d3 = m(d4 + 1)2 + 1,
therefore s0 = 1 + n(d3 + 3) + m(d4 + 1)2 ≤ 3nd3 = 3mn(d4 + 1)2 + 3n ≤ 4mn(d4 + 1)2.
Thus, the gap in the sparsities of the YES instances and the NO instances is

(d4 + 1)3

s0
≥ (d4 + 1)3

4mn(d4 + 1)2 = d4 + 1
4mn .

Also, as d4 ≥ 4mn, S(f) = s ≤ 2m(d4 + 1)3 =⇒ d4 + 1 ≥ ( s
2m )1/3. Then, the gap is

(d4 + 1)3

s0
≥ d4 + 1

4mn ≥ s1/3

21/34m4/3n
.

Let ϵ ∈ (0, 1/3) be an arbitrary constant. The parameter d4, which determines s, can be
chosen a sufficiently large polynomial function in m and n such that 21/34m4/3n ≤ sϵ. Hence,
the gap is at least s1/3−ϵ. Thus, 3-SAT reduces to α-gap-ETsparse for α = s1/3−ϵ. ◀

Homogeneous polynomials over char(F) = 0 fields. We now consider the polynomial f
as defined in (4) for ψ with the constraints of (6). For ψ ∈ 3-SAT, S(f(Az)) ≤ s0 where A
is as described in (5) and s0 is as defined earlier. For ψ ∈ 3-SAT, Lemma 45, proved using
Claim 25, shows lower bounds on S(f(Az)), for all A ∈ GL(|z|,F). Proposition 46 proves
α-gap-ETsparse is NP-hard using Lemma 45 and has the same proof as Proposition 44.

▶ Lemma 45. Let ψ ∈ 3-SAT, f be as defined in (4) corresponding to ψ and A ∈ GL(|z|,F).
1. If A(x0) or A(y0) is a linear form in at least 2 variables, then S(f(Az)) ≥ d1 + 1.
2. If A is not as in item 1 and if A(xj) is a linear form in at least 2 variables for some

j ∈ [n], then S(f(Az)) ≥ d2 + 1.
3. If A is not as in items 1 and 2 and S(A(yj + xj)) ≥ 3 or S(A(yj − xj)) ≥ 3 for some

j ∈ [n], then S(f(Az)) ≥ d2
3+3d3+2

2 .
4. If A is not of the form described in the previous three cases, then S(f(Az)) ≥ (d4 + 1)3.

▶ Proposition 46. Let char(F) = 0. Then, α-gap-ETsparse is NP-hard for s-sparse homo-
geneous polynomial inputs over F and α = s

1
3 −ϵ, where ϵ ∈ (0, 1

3 ) is an arbitrary constant.
▶ Remark 47. The proof of Lemma 45 uses Claim 25, which works over char(F) = 0 fields.
We believe that Claim 25 can be modified for finite characteristic fields, using which the
argument in this section can be extended over such fields.
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5 NP-hardness of ETsupport

In this section, we prove Theorem 16 for characteristic 0 fields. The full version contains the
proofs of the lemmas and the reduction for the finite characteristic case.

Proof sketch. We map ψ, a 3-CNF, to a polynomial f , which is the sum of degree separated
polynomials with at least one polynomial of support σ+1 (σ is a constant integer) and the rest
of support σ. As the summands are degree separated, Supp(f) = σ+ 1 and for any invertible
linear transform A, Supp(A(f)) is the maximum support size over all the transformed
summands. Claim 26 is used to show ψ ∈ 3-SAT iff there exists an invertible linear transform
A, such that Supp(A(f)) ≤ σ. Thus, the reduction also holds for (σ + 1)-to-σ ETsupport.

5.1 Construction of f and σ

Let σ ≥ 6 be an even integer constant and ψ be as denoted in Section 3.1. Assume n ≥ σ+ 4
and that in the first clause of ψ all the variables are complemented.19 Let x := {x1, . . . , xn},
y := {y1, . . . , yn} and z := {z1, . . . , zσ−5} and w := x ⊔ y ⊔ z. Consider the polynomials:

First, introduce
(

n+σ−5
σ

)
many monomials defined by the set

P := {(wi1 · · ·wiσ
)⋆ | wi1 , . . . , wiσ

∈ z ⊔ x and are pairwise distinct}.

Then, introduce
(

n
σ
2

)
many monomials defined by the set

Q := {((xi1yi1) · · · (xi σ
2
yi σ

2
))⋆ | i1, . . . , iσ

2
∈ [n] and are pairwise distinct}.

Let R := {Rk(w) | k ∈ [m]}, where Rk(w) is defined corresponding to the kth clause as:

Rk(w) := (
∏

j∈Ck

(yj − ak,jxj))2(z1 · · · zσ−5)⋆.

Define f(w) :=
∑

g∈P g(w) +
∑

h∈Q h(w) +
∑m

k=1 Rk(w). The degrees, denoted by ⋆, are
of form σ + i where i ∈ [N ] and N =

(
n+σ−5

σ

)
+

(
n

σ/2
)

+ m to ensure all polynomials in
P ⊔Q ⊔R are degree separated with degrees ≥ σ + 1. Based on this, Observation 48 holds.

▶ Observation 48. S(f(w)) = O(nσ +m) and Supp(f(w)) = σ + 1.

5.2 The forward direction
Proposition 49 shows how a satisfying assignment for ψ implies the existence of an invertible
A, such that Supp(f(Aw)) = σ by constructing A from the satisfying assignment.

▶ Proposition 49. Let ψ ∈ 3-SAT with (u1, . . . , un) ∈ {0, 1}n a satisfying assignment. Then,
Supp(f(Aw)) = σ, where the transform A is defined as

A : zj 7→ zj , xi 7→ xi, yi 7→ yi + (1 − ui)xi i ∈ [n], j ∈ [σ − 5]. (7)

19 To achieve n ≥ σ + 4, add fresh variables and clauses in these variables to ψ. To ensure that the first
clause contains only complemented variables, every uncomplemented variable x in the first clause is
replaced by ¬x followed by complementing each occurrence of x in the remaining clauses of ψ.
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Proof. As all polynomials in P ⊔Q ⊔R are degree separated, analysing the action of A on
individual polynomials suffices. For g ∈ P , g(Aw) = g. On each monomial of Q, A acts as:

A : ((xi1yi1) · · · (xi s
2
yi σ

2
))⋆ 7→ ((xi1)(yi1 + (1 − ui1)xi1) · · · (xi σ

2
)(yi σ

2
+ (1 − ui s

2
)xi σ

2
))⋆.

Under A, each monomial of Q has support σ by Claim 26. For k ∈ [m], A acts on Rk(w) as:

A : (
∏

j∈Ck

(yj − ak,jxj))2 · (z1 · · · zσ−5)⋆ 7→ (
∏

j∈Ck

(yj + (1 − ak,j − uj)xj)2 · (z1 · · · zσ−5)⋆.

If ak,j ̸= uj , then ak,j = 1 − uj . Since ψ is satisfiable, therefore for all k ∈ [m], ak,j ̸= uj for
some j ∈ Ck. Hence, Supp(Rk(Aw)) ≤ (σ − 5) + 5 = σ for all k ∈ [m]. ◀

5.3 The reverse direction
Now, we show that if Supp(f(Aw)) ≤ σ for A ∈ GL(|w|,F), then a satisfying assignment can
be obtained for ψ. Lemmas 50 and 51, proved using Claim 26, together show that A is as:

A : zj 7→ zj , xi 7→ xi, yi 7→ yi + cixi ci ∈ F, j ∈ [σ − 5], i ∈ [n]

without loss of generality.20 Proposition 52 constructs a satisfying assignment for ψ from A.

▶ Lemma 50. If Supp(f(Aw)) ≤ σ, then ∀w ∈ z ⊔ x, A(w) = W , for scaled variable W ∈ w.

▶ Lemma 51. If Supp(f(Aw)) ≤ σ, then A(xi) = Xi and A(yi) = Yi + ciXi, for scaled
variables Yi, Xi ∈ w.

▶ Proposition 52. A satisfying assignment u for ψ can be constructed from A.

Proof. The action of A on Rk, where k ∈ [m], is:

(
∏

j∈Ck

(yj − ak,jxj))2 · (z1 · · · zσ−5)⋆ 7→ (
∏

j∈Ck

(yj + (cj − ak,j)xj))2 · (z1 · · · zσ−5)⋆.

Thus, Supp(Rk(Aw)) ≤ σ iff for some j ∈ Ck, cj = ak,j . By assumption Supp(Rk(Aw)) ≤ σ

for all k ∈ [m]. Hence, for each Rk(w), there exists j ∈ Ck such that cj ∈ {0, 1}. Construct
u ∈ {0, 1}n by setting uj := 1−cj , for appropriate j ∈ Ck and the remaining ui’s to arbitrary
values in {0, 1}. From the definition of u, it follows that for all k ∈ [m], there exists j ∈ Ck

such that uj ̸= ak,j . As k is arbitrary, all clauses are satisfied. ◀

6 Conclusion

In this work, we show that ET for sparse polynomials is NP-hard. Particularly, we show
the NP-hardness of MCSP for orbits of homogeneous sparse polynomials (a dense subclass
of hom-ΣΠΣ circuits) over characteristic 0 fields. We also define a gap version of ET for
sparse polynomials and show it is NP-hard, which implies the NP-hardness of s 1

3 −ϵ-factor
approximation of the sparse-orbit complexity of s-sparse polynomials. Lastly, we show that
ET for constant-support polynomials is NP-hard. In all three cases, we reduce 3-SAT to the
respective problems. We end by listing some problems whose solutions we do not know:

20 as permutation and non-zero scaling of variables do not affect the support.
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1. Hardness of ETsparse for constant degree polynomials: In the reduction of
Theorem 2, can the degree of the output polynomial be made constant? Currently, the
degree is polynomial in the number of clauses and variables.

2. Improving the gap in Theorem 8: Can α-gap-ETsparse be shown NP-hard for
α = s1−ϵ, where the input polynomial has sparsity s and ϵ > 0 is an arbitrary constant?

3. Hardness of ETsupport for σ = 2: Is checking if a given polynomial is in the orbit of
a support-2 polynomial NP-hard? Theorem 16 shows ETsupport is NP-hard for σ ≥ 6 .

4. Hardness of MCSP for hom-ΣΠΣ circuits: Is MCSP for hom-ΣΠΣ circuits NP-hard?
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